To: Martha’s Vineyard Commission
DRI: EduComp Redevelopment
Date: May 3, 2022
Dear Commissioners:
As the representatives of 5 Beach Street, the abutting property to the east of the proposed re-development, as well as
long-term island residents, we would like to raise several concerns that must be addressed in Mr. Xerxes
presentation prior to the upcoming public hearing on May 12th.
We do applaud the idea of finding a new mixed-use chapter in the life of this unusual building, providing a needed
infusion of enthusiasm and capital into the B-1 District of Vineyard Haven. However, we continue to maintain that
the proposed re-development is an overreach in size and scope for the property, with both short-term and long-term
negative impacts of the town and the region.
There have been numerous changes to the proposal, but there is no updated set of documents that are complete and
complimentary, and there are inaccuracies and inconsistency as a result. Furthermore, it is incumbent upon the
developer to represent to the public and to the Commission the full impact of all aspects of the project, which has
not been done to date. We request that the documents be fully updated to address all discrepancies prior to the
upcoming hearing and be made available to the public.
In particular, the documents present certain concerns in, at best, an overly optimistic light.
Required Corrections to Revised Renderings Issued by the Applicant January 28, 2022:
1.

Rendering 1 appears to show the cherry tree further to the south than it is actually located. See Photo 1 of
existing conditions. The root ball of this tree extends to the drip line of the tree canopy and will be seriously
impacted by construction on all sides and will likely not survive. This rendering should be corrected.

2.

Rendering 2 shows a large, non-existent, two-story building to the east of the proposed building. In fact,
there is a small, single-story residential cottage in that location. See Photo 2. This rendering must be
corrected.

3.

Rendering 3 shows a non-existent egress route veering around to the right the cherry tree. The actual route
continues straight, four feet off and parallel to, the building, right under the canopy and over the root ball of
the cherry tree. See Photo 3. It also shows cobblestone parking extending onto the abutting property,
making the space seem much bigger than it is. This rendering must be corrected.

4.

Rendering 4 shows parking spots on the abutter’s property on the east side of the egress route, making the
route appear much more generous than possible. The rendering also visually distorts the available width

between the building and the 100-year-old American Elm flanking the driveway on the property line. See
Photo 2. This rendering should be corrected.
5.

Rendering 4 does not show the large drop-off between the parking area of 5 Beach Street and the proposed
re-grading of the applicant’s egress route. A large retaining wall to frost depth will be required where the
wooden berm is shown on Photo 4. This rendering must be corrected.

6.

Rendering 5 shows the cherry tree deceptively out of frame and does not represent the proximity and
impact of the required excavation on the root ball of the tree. Bear in mind that the retaining wall will
actually extend another 4’ below grade for frost protection. This rendering must be corrected.

7.

Rendering 6 shows a very large building to the west of the EduComp building. See Photo 5, which shows
the actual building in its actual location. Note that the rendering shows the applicant’s proposed addition as
lower than the existing building to the west, very much the same as the difference in height as exists now.
With the new building in proper perspective, it’s four stories in the foreground will eclipse the adjacent 3story building. This rendering must be corrected.

Required Corrections to Parking Plan Options dated February 5, 2022:
8.

Parking Plan Options A-103 dated 02-05-2022 submitted by the Applicant show several
misrepresentations.
a.

Option One is not an option available to the Applicant and should be removed from the updated
submission.

b.

Standard 20’ wheelbase delivery truck requires a minimum inside turning radius of 14’2” and an
outside turning radius of 21’. See red dotted lines on Sketch 1 and the inset showing accepted
delivery truck turning radii. Note that the 10-wheel dump trucks and concrete trucks discussed
later in this letter will require significantly larger turning radii.

c.

“Shared Driveway Easement” between 10 State Road and the EduComp Group does not include
the corner of the abutter’s property which is shaded in red on Sketches 1 & 2. This will not allow
the entry turning radius either A-101 or A-103 indicate. See blue (as proposed) versus red (actual
requirement) dotted lines on Sketch 1.

d.

On several drawings, including A-101 & A-103, the Applicant shows truck entry with an
inadequate entry turning radius not possible according to minimum published traffic standards.

e.

Note also that the Applicant has placed barriers at “Entry Point #1” and “Entry Point #2” indicated
in red on Sketch 2, the Easement Plan dated 12-10-2013, blocking access to the lower parking lot
at 10 State Road.

f.

The canopy diameter of the cherry tree and the American elm trees are not shown to scale on the
Applicant’s submission. The green circles on Sketch 1 more accurately represent the tree drip line
and root diameters.

These misrepresentations must be corrected for an accurate assessment by the MVC.

Impact of Construction:
1.

Both the cherry tree and the American Elm will very likely be killed by root compaction from the volume
of heavy vehicular traffic required for excavation and construction of drainage structures, foundation and
retaining walls as described below. See Sketch 1. Approximately XX trips with 10-wheel, XX-ton dump
trucks, and XX 30-ton concrete trucks will be driven over these root systems and require 12’ clearance
under tree canopies. Add to this excavating equipment, cranes, supply delivery trucks and other
construction and it is disingenuous to indicate any adjacent trees have any hope of survival. This will be
confirmed by any disinterested arborist.

2.

A retaining wall extending along the property line at the abutting 5 Beach Street parking area to contain the
dramatic proposed grade change is not shown on A-101 or any other plan. This wall will narrow available
driveway width by at least 18”. See Sketch 1. A plan showing the extent, as well as construction sections
showing the full depth, of retaining walls on the south and east property lines must be provided.

3.

Similarly, a section showing grade changes along the west property line and the access easement thereon
has not been provided. There may be significant elevation differences across the shared easement in that
area.

4.

Excavation without shoring will require an over-dig beyond the footing of approximately 1:1. To install
frost depth footings 4’ below finish grade, excavation will extend 5’ onto the applicant’s side of the
centerline of the wall. To place a retaining immediately on the property line will require pneumatically
driven corrugated steel sheet pile shoring, or equal, to a sufficient depth to retain the 5 Beach Street parking
area while in continued use during construction. A construction narrative and engineered drawings must be
provided.

5.

Excavation for the footings and foundation walls for the proposed addition have not been presented. As
above, all footings will be required to be 4’ below finished grade for frost protection. Excavation to
undisturbed soil will range from 5’ to 9’ below existing grade.

6.

A quick calculation shows that, with required over-dig, excavation volume for retaining walls, foundation
and drainage system will be approximately 3400 cubic-yards of fill, all of which will have to be trucked
off-site due to space constraints, and at least 2000 cubic yards of that trucked back in for backfill. This
totals 568 driveway transits for 19-cubic-yard, 10-wheel, 35-ton dump trucks.

7.

The full impact and extent of a 3400 cubic-yard excavation on this important archaeological site must be
presented to the Wampanoag Tribal authorities.

8.

Concrete for the project will require approximately thirty-one 10.5 cubic-yard, 50-ton concrete trucks,
making 62 driveway transits.

9.

During the initial excavation, retaining wall, drainage system and foundation construction, only one
driveway access will be open at any one time due to the extent of the excavation, and all heavy trucks will
be backing in off State Road, day-in and day-out for 4-6 months. During remaining construction phases,
one driveway and the rear turning area will be blocked with cranes, scissor lifts, telehandlers, scaffolding
and material staging, and will continue for at least another 12-months. Backing this many heavy vehicles

off State Road into a narrow driveway all day, every day will have serious impact on traffic flow through
this crucial intersection over a very long length of time.
10. A safety and protection plan for the abutting properties must be presented beyond the token “construction
fencing” proposed by the applicant. Noise and dust will not be containable and will impact the entire area,
but the immediately abutting properties, their tenants, customers and vehicles must be protected from
debris and danger from 18-24 months of construction activity. The buffer zone between the properties is
non-existent.
Future Use of Residential Units:
1.

“Workforce Housing” has never been defined, is not recognized by the MVC, legally enforceable, deed
restricted or in any way protected for future use of the premises.

2.

Leases for “Workforce Housing” to large employers, as described by the applicant, are subject to change
with lease renewal or transfer of condominium or whole property ownership, and therefore should not be
presented as long-term housing solutions for the island.

3.

“Workforce Housing’” as described by the applicant, is in effect market-rate rental housing initially offered
to large companies who may or may not maintain their leases beyond the immediate 5-year future.

4.

The applicant has proposed restricting short-term sub-letting of the residential units to 60 days per year,
which in effect allows them to be rented through Airbnb, or similar, for the entire summer season at
extremely lucrative prices.

5.

The term “Workforce Housing,” as used by the Applicant, serves only to garner community support for
what is perceived as some sort of affordable housing, which it is not.

Thank you for your hard and thankless work adjudicating issues like these. We appreciate everything you do to
protect the island.
Sincerely,
Kristina Kinsman & Gary Maynard
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